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Refresher cleans and protects the varnish on your certain amount of moisture sealing.
wooden floors.
The treatment is simple, quick and involves no exRefresher is suitable for both domestic use and for pensive preparations or cleaning. Simply vacuum or
public environments where floors are exposed to dry mop the floor and then apply Refresher with a
severe wear. Refresher contains microscopic varnish mop, pad or the like. Unlike normal polishes, Refrespigments that will reinforce varnished surfaces and her contains no wax to make the floor slippery and
remove thin scratches.
this also means that the treatment can be repeated
frequently without building up thick layers. Unlike
The treatment re-establishes the original gloss and normal polishes, a floor treated only with Refresher
shine of the floor and gives a completely new appea- can be varnished again without removing the layer
rance. If you so wish you can also apply Refresher on of the floor can also be wet mopped or cleaned with
newly installed wooden floors as the product pene- Bioclean between each treatment without dissoltrates the joints between the boards and provides a ving the Refresher.
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REFRESHER - 1 LITRE FOR LACQUERED WOODEN FLOORS

Tarkett

Tarkett

Type: Vattenburen polyuretan disperson
Density: approx. 1,01 kg/litre
Solids content: 6%

pH: 9,5
Tools: Floor mop
Coverage: 1 litre will cover approx. 65 m2
Drying time: The floor surface can be stepped on after 30 minutes
Storage time: 12 months in unopened packaging.
Storage: Sensitive to frost. 10-30°C recommended.
Fire hazard: Non-flammable

Product 			
Refresher GB/DE/FR/NL
Refresher SE/DK/NO/FI
Refresher ES/IT/PL/RUS

Item number
19801997
19801991
19801993

Tarkett Refresher cleans, protects and reinforces the varnished surface of your wooden
floor and re-establishes its original sheen.
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Pack size
1 litre
1 litre
1 litre

EAN code
7392662030932
7392662030918
7392662030963

REFRESHER - 5 L FOR LAQUERED WOODEN FLOORS

Tarkett

Type: Vattenburen polyuretan disperson
Density: approx. 1,01 kg/litre
Solids content: 6%

pH: 9,5
Tools: Floor mop
Coverage: 1 litre will cover approx. 65 m2
Drying time: The floor surface can be stepped on after 30 minutes
Storage time: 12 months in unopened packaging.
Storage: Sensitive to frost. 10-30°C recommended.
Fire hazard: Non-flammable

Product 			
Pack size
Refresher SE/NO/FI/GB/DE/FR 5 litre

Item number
19801992

Tarkett Refresher cleans, protects and reinforces the varnished surface of your wooden
floor and reestablishes its original sheen.
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EAN code
7392662030925

How often you need to apply Tarkett Refresher depends on the degree of wear and soiling of your floor.
Below are some rules of thumb for cleaning intervals with Tarkett Refresher:
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Heavy wear
Medium wear
Light wear

e.g. shops
e.g. offices
homes 		

Once or twice a month
1-3 times/every three months
Once or twice a year

To obtain the best results, apply Refresher when the floor is new.
Warning! If the floor surface is exposed to road salt, the floor must be wet mopped
to remove this before applying Refresher.
The salt may otherwise react chemically with the Refresher and form a milky white surface.
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